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emmis klemmis™ is a brand designing functional organic baby clothes and accessories with unique 
prints. It  was  founded in Milan (Italy) by Emma Sofia Nilsson, who wanted to bring to Italy the 
Scandinavian ecological philosophy and awareness. All emmis klemmis™ clothes are made of high 
quality Soft Organic Cotton, selected with special care for the babies’ delicate skin. emmis klem-
mis™ collections combine functionality, design with high quality organic fabrics. 

 

 

 

 

The Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) is recognized as the world's leading processing stan-
dard for textiles made from organic fibers. It defines high-level environmental criteria along the entire 
organic textiles supply chain and requires compliance with social criteria as well. 

 

The aim of the standard is to define world-wide recognized requirements that ensure organic status 
of textiles, from harvesting of the raw materials, through environmentally and socially responsible 
manufacturing up to labelling in order to provide a credible assurance to the end consumer. Textile 
processors and manufacturers are enabled to export their organic fabrics and garments with one 
certification accepted in all major markets. 
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T-SHIRTS , BLOOMERS & DRESSES 

Short sleeved t-shirts, light bloomers and light summer dresses made in cotton and certified organic cotton (GOTS).  

Avalible in sizes from 0-18 months 

DRFLP Dress flamingo pink, CS00FLP T-shirt flamingo pink,  
BLFLP Baby bloomers flamingo pink 

50% Organic cotton (GOTS)  - 50% Cotton 

 

BL02 Baby bloomers pink 100% Organic cotton (GOTS)   

Made in Italy 
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DRFLP Dress flamingo pink 

50% Organic cotton (GOTS)  - 50% Cotton  

Made in Italy 
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CS00WH09 T-shirt whale denim,  BL09 Baby bloomers denim, DR09 Dress denim 

50% Organic cotton (GOTS)  -  50% Cotton  

Made in Italy 
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CS00WHFLB T-shirt whale flamingo blue ,  BLFLB Baby bloomers flamingo 

50% Organic cotton (GOTS)  -  50% Cotton  

BL01 Bloomers baby blue 100% Organic cotton (GOTS)  

Made in Italy 
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CS00WH11 T-shirt whale navy,  BL11 Baby bloomers navy, CS00WHST11 T-shirt whale striped navy 

100% Organic cotton (GOTS) - Made in Italy 
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HATS & SCARFS 
Soft dubble layer organic cotton (GOTS) hats and scarfs handmade in Italy. 

Avalible in sizes from 1 month to 5 years. Matching scarfs avalible in all colours. 

GD09 Hat Denim blue, GD10 Hat grey, GDST11 Hat striped navy, 95%  Organic cotton (GOTS) 5% Elastan,  

GDR02 Hat rib pink, GDR11 Hat rib navy 100% Organic cotton (GOTS)  

Handmade in Italy 

SBST11 Scarf striped navy  
95%  Organic cotton (GOTS) 5% Elastan — Handmade in Italy 
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PACIFIER HOLDERS 
With emmis klemmis' pacifier holder you make sure your baby always have a  

clean pacifier at hand.  Universial and Handmade in Italy 

PHSB Sailing boat, PHFI Fish, PHWH Whale, PHMB Minibus, PHGI Giraffe, PHBA Bambi, PHFL Flowers 

Polyester/Silicone/Metal clip 

Universal - Handmade in Italy 
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PHDI18 Dino, PHTR Truck, PHCA Cars, PHAP Airplane, PHTO Toys, PHBO It’s a boy 
Polyester/Silicone/Metal clip 
Universal - Handmade in Italy 
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PHOW Owl, PHCM Camera, PHTOP Toys pink, PHGI It’s a girl 
 

Polyester/Silicone/Metal clip  — Universal - Handmade in Italy 
 

PHDO Dog 
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PH11 Navy, PH02 Baby blue,  PH02 Pink,  PH00 White  

Polyester/Silicone/Metal clip   

Universal - Handmade in Italy 
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PHFLP-CO Flamingo pink, PH02-ORG Pink (organic), PH08-ORG Beige (organic), PH01-ORG Baby blue (organic),  

PHFLB Flamingo blue, PH09-CO Denim, PH11-ORG Navy (organic),  PHST11-ORG Striped navy (organic) 

Universal - Handmade in Italy 

COTTON &  ORGANIC COTTON FABRIC 

Pacifier holders made of cotton and organic cotton fabric. 
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TEETHERS 

emmis klemmis handmade wooden teethers made of untreated beech wood.  

To be sure you don’t loose them, they come with matching teether holders! 

The teether holders can also be used as pacifier holders 

 

THFI Teether Fish, THBT  Teether Boat, THFL Teether Flower, THBA Teether Bambi, THGI Teether Giraffe 

 

Teether 100% Untreated beech wood, ca 5,5-7,5cm—Teether holder Polyester/metal clip 

Handmade in Italy 
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THFI Teether Fish, THOW Teether Owl, THCA Teether Car 
Teether 100% Untreated beech wood, ca 5,5-7,5cm—Teether holder Polyester/metal clip 

Handmade in Italy 
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COTTON &  ORGANIC COTTON FABRIC 

Teether with teether holders made of cotton and organic cotton fabric. 
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BAGS 
Perfect for the daycare, hospital or travel. In the larger bag you put the clothes and in the small one the shoes, toys or 

use it as a toilet bag and you are ready to go! 

DBRA Drawstring bag Rabbit, DBRA-S Drawstring bag Rabbit small 

100% Cotton - Handmade in Italy  - Large 31x45cm / Small 20x25cm 
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DBFLP  D. bag Flamingo pink , DBWHP D. bag Whale pink, DBCLP D. bag Cloud pink 

100% Cotton - Handmade in Italy  - Large 31x45cm / Small 20x25cm 

DBWHB D. bag Whale blue, DBCLB D. bag Cloud blue 
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EB00 White, EB02 Pink, EB021 Cerise, EB01 Baby Blue, EB11 Navy   
Elastic headband, bow size 7 cm 

HAIRBOWS & ALICE BANDS 

A wide selection of grosgrain ribbon hairbows in different sizes, models and colours.  
Small clips or elastic bands for the smallest ones and alice band for .  Perfect for the slightly older girls. 
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Alice band (Cerchietti) AB00 White, AB02 Pink, AB11 Navy 
Size of the bow 10cm 
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Rattle 4046 Cupcake Pink, 4051 Cupcake blue 

Certified GOTS, 16cm 

A limited edition from Teddykompaniet (Sweden). This line of 
soft toys is made from 100% organic cotton and filled with 
natural cornfiber. They come in a lovely pastel blue and pink 

cupcakes pattern, choose from doudou, ratttle and clip. 

Doudou 4047 Cupcake pink, 4052 Cupcake blue 

100% Organic cotton, 35x35cm 

Clip 4045 Cupcake pink 

100% Organic cotton, 
16cm 

Clip 4050 Cupcake blue 

100% Organic cotton, 
16cm 
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GBMAL MAX green large , GBMA MAX green, GBELL ELSA purple large, GBEL ELSA 
purple, GBRUL RUT orange large, GBRU orange RUT, GBHU HUGO white 

Reusable box cardboard/letaher 28x20x10cm/14x10x5cm, Handmade in Sweden 

DUDIEs are a series of long-lasting, 
reusable gift boxes with paper personalities and leather ears – kind and generous little fellows who love 
surprises. Dudies can be used in many different ways. Fill them with something pretty, and give them to 

someone special. Every Dudie has its own name, personality and pattern. 
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DISPLAYS 

 

PHDISP Display for pacifier holders and teethers. Single or dubble. The display is suitable for ca 32-40pcs pacifier holders.   

Size: 31x15cm 

906 Display for doudou and rattles from Teddykompaniet, suitable for ca 32pcs.   
Size: 70x47cm 

 


